
Chaos Unleashed

Set Up
Place a 30mm Trickster Marker in the center of the board. Players select 
Schemes as normal.

Deployment
This scenario uses Blind Deployment.

In the Deploy Crews phase, the player deploying first is the Red Player, and the opponent is the Black Player. The 
players take a number of red or black cards from a Fate Deck equal to the number of models in the Crew of the 
appropriate color. For example, if the Red Player has seven models in her Crew, she takes seven Mask or Ram cards 
from the deck. The red and black cards are shuffled together to form a temporary deck. Starting with the Black 
Player, each player places a card from the top of the temporary deck face down anywhere on the table, without 
looking at it. Cards placed in this way cannot touch other placed cards. Once all of the cards have been placed, flip 
them over.

Starting with the Red Player and going in alternating order, each player deploys a single model anywhere on top of 
a card of their color, then that card is removed. Once the players have deployed all of their models, the deployment 
is treated as Standard Deployment for the purposes of choosing a Deployment Zone and determining the location 
of the centerline.

Special
Any player within 2” of the Trickster Marker may take a (1) Interact Action to flip a card from the top of their 
Fate Deck, which may be Cheated. If the card is a M, the opponent may push the Trickster Marker up to 4” in any 
direction. If the card was a t, the interacting model may push the Trickster Marker up to 4” in any direction. If 
the card was a R or C, if it is the second Turn or later, the interacting model scores 1 VP for its Crew. A Crew may 
not score more than 2 VP per Turn in this manner. A Crew may score up to 8 VP from this scenario.

Shifting Loyalties
If this scenario is being played as part of a Shifting Loyalties Campaign, whenever a model takes an Interact Action 
that results in the Trickster Marker being pushed at least 2”, that model’s Crew gains 1 Scrip. 

The Crew that wins this scenario may choose a single model that is still in play at the end of the game and attach 
the Campaign Upgrade on the following page to it.

Description
As the Witch Hunters closed in on the Trickster, she backed 
up against the side of the train, looking one way and then 
the other, hoping to find some means of escaping them. 
She could feel something building inside of her, like an 
electrical charge that both clung to her bones and slipped 
through her veins like wildfire. When the Witch Hunter 
pointed his gun at her and demanded that she surrender, 
she threw her hands toward him and directed the feeling 
outward… and then things got weird.
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Divergent Paths: This model may not be hired 

or summoned unless specifically named.



Divergent Paths
The trickster will gain the following attacks or abilities, depending upon which Faction wins this scenario:

• Guild: Just when it seems the Witch Hunters are ready to put the woman down to ensure their safety, a 
Pistolero leaps in front of her, claiming that he had been sent to bring “Ms. Ortega” to Latigo Stronghold. 
The Witch Hunters grudgingly allow the woman to leave on the strength of her name, even going so far as 
to return her custom pistol. 

• Resurrectionists: The woman is shot by the Guild Guard protecting the station, causing everything to go 
dark. She awakens in the morgue, gasping with surprise as she sits up and startles the coroner, very much 
alive despite having had no vital signs a moment earlier. Neither he nor the woman seem to know quite 
what happened to her, and as they work together to find the answers they both want, she disguises herself 
as his new assistant.

• Arcanists: Three mechanical spiders back the woman into a corner, each of them raising their sharpened 
front legs to keep her in place. Realizing that they were trying to keep her trapped, she yells at them to 
go away. Surprisingly, the machines obey her command, and realizing this, she gives them a new order: 
accompany and protect her as she escapes from the battle raging around the station.

• Neverborn: The woman sees an opening in the chaos and makes a dash for it, only to be confronted with 
a twisted spirit with a horrifically leering face. She staggers back in surprise, only for the spirit to lunge 
forward, possessing her body in the same way a human might slip on a comfortable coat. The woman’s will 
is stronger than the spirit expected, however, and by the end of the battle, the two of them have come to an 
understanding and agreed to share her body between them. 

• Outcasts: As the battle began to spiral out of control, the woman drew the small pistol from her purse and 
put three bullets in the backs of the mercenaries who were foolish enough to take her prisoner without 
checking her for weapons, just because she batted her eyelashes at them and looked helpless. Going 
through their pockets, she takes their money and one of their swords, then disappears into the city.

• Gremlins: Getting kidnapped by Gremlins was never part of the woman’s plan, but she’s always been 
good at improvising and making do with what life gives her. By the time they arrive at the Bayou, she’s 
already convinced the little creatures that they rescued her, 
not kidnapped her, and that they’re actually in her debt. They 
pay that debt by letting their bokor teach the woman some of 
his strange swamp magic… such as the ability to control and 
curse others.

• Ten Thunders: The Ten Thunders rescue the woman, but 
their assistance – and her life – comes with a steep price. 
Initially intended to work in one of their classier brothels, 
the woman impresses the madam with her sharp mind and 
is instead made an apprentice of a skilled Oiran and tasked 
with learning how to unravel the secrets of those who visit the 
brothel. 

The Tricksters Favor

This Upgrade does not affect Campaign Rating.

This model gains the following Ability: 

You Never Know...: After determining the 
Deployment type of a game, you may Annihilate 
this Upgrade to change the Deployment type to 
“Blind Deployment.”
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